Early in Principia Mathematicaz
Russell presents an argument that "z'the author of Waverleyz' means nothing", an argument that he calls a "deWnite proofz". He generalizes it to claim that deWnite descriptions are incomplete symbols having meaning only in sentential context. This Principiaz "proofz" went largely unnoticed until Russell reaUrmed a near-identical "proofz" in his philosophical autobiography nearly 50 years later. The "proofz" is important, not only because it grounds our understanding of incomplete symbols in the Principiaz programme, but also because failure to understand it fully has been a source of much unjustiWed criticism of Russell to the eTect that he was wedded to a naïve theory of meaning and prone to carelessness and confusion in his philosophy of logic and language generally. In my paper, I (1) defend Russell's "proofz" against attacks from several sources over the last half century, (2) examine the implications of the "proofz" for understanding Russell's treatment of class symbols in Principia, and (3) see how the Principiaz notion of incomplete symbol was carried forward into Russell's conception of philosophical analysis as it developed in his logical atomist period after 1910.
E arly in Principia Mathematica
Russell presents an informal argument that deWnite descriptions are incomplete symbolsz -z that they function diTerently from proper names and that they have meaning only in sentential context. 1 A few pages later he refers to this ar-2 PMz 1: 72. Cf. MPD, p. 85, where he calls a near-identical argument a "precise proofz".
3 Statements [1] and [2] may themselves be regarded as arguments neatly translatable into the form modus tollens, as can be easily seen in Russell's 1959 version: "If 'the author of Waverleyz' meant anything other than 'Scott', 'Scott is the author of Waverleyz ' would gument as a "deWnite proofz ".
2 This "proofz " is signiWcant not only because it is central to understanding incomplete symbols so vital to Russell's logicism, but also because it has been taken as evidence of Russell's alleged carelessness and confusion in philosophy of logic and language. In what follows I wish to show that a proper understanding of Russell's "proofz " not only helps absolve Russell of long-standing charges of confusion, but enables us to see more clearly how his Principia account of incomplete symbols Wts into his idea of philosophical analysis during his atomistic period.
What many students of Russell have failed to appreciate fully is that Russell and Whitehead's Principia Mathematica is more than a formal exposition of the logicist thesis that mathematics is reducible to logic. Indeed, Principia is infused with epistemic and ontological themes connected with Russell's special idea of namingz -z an idea in his philosophy of logic and language that goes beyond the concerns of mathematics or formal logic as commonly understood.
i.wthe "proofz" and russell's alleged confusion
In the Introduction, Chapter 111 on Incomplete Symbols, Russell is concerned to show that "(_ xz )(Fxz ) is always an incomplete symbol", i.e. has no meaning in isolation but only in context. Toward the bottom of page 67 he sums up the essence of his argument using "the author of Waverleyz ". It is this summary argument (statements [1]-[3] below) which I wish to examine inasmuch as this argument has been the focus of much criticism over the last half century:
Thus all phrases (other than propositions) containing the word thez (in the singular) are incomplete symbols: they have a meaning in use, but not in isolation. For [1] "the author of Waverleyz" cannot mean the same as "Scott", or "Scott is the author of Waverleyz" would mean the same as "Scott is Scott", which it plainly does not; [2] nor can "the author of Waverleyz" mean anything other than "Scott", or "Scott is the author of Waverleyz" would be false. Hence This argument, which may be found with minor alterations in several other works by Russell, 4 is perhaps more responsible than anything else for the widespread view that Russell confused meaning and reference, or in Fregean parlance, meaning as sense and meaning as reference. P.yF. Strawson made such a criticism in his famous attack on the theory of descriptions: "the source of Russell's mistake was that he thought that referring … if it occurred at all, must be meaning … [and so he] confused meaning with referring." 5 And Strawson is only one of many who have levelled similar charges.
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Perhaps the most inXuential attack has been one made in 1959 by Alan White, who singles out the above Principiaz argumentz -z or rather the nearly identical version proTered by Russell a half century laterz -z as aTording "an opportunity for giving a neat and precise proof of this confusion."
7 White charges Russell with committing the fallacy of equivoca-8 I have defended Russell's 1959 version of his "proofz " in "On Russell's Alleged Confusion of Sense and Reference", Analysis 32 (1971): 45-51.
tion on "means" as between sense and reference. The essence of his argument goes: If [1] is true, "mean" must mean "has the same sense", not "has the same reference", because two expressions (e.g. "the morning star" and "the evening star") may well have the same reference and be joined by the "is" of identity without being trivial like "Venus is Venus". But if [2] is true, "mean" must mean "has the same reference", not "has the same sense", because two expressions may well have diTerent senses and be joined by the "is" of identity without making a false proposition (e.g. "The morning star is the evening star"). Thus, as White's "proofz" goes, if Russell's premisses are to be true, they must equivocate on "mean" as between sense and reference.
White's own remarkz -z that "anyone with a slight knowledge of … the English language knows that 'the author of Waverleyz ' does mean something, both in the sense that it refers …, and in the sense that it has a … sense"z -z ought to have made him suspicious that his "refutation" might be too neat, that it might be overlooking something. What he and other critics of the argument have missed is the special sense of "mean" as "name" that Russell employs, a sense which was central to his philosophy of language and which, I think, vindicates his Principia "proofz ".
To see this, one need only notice on page 67 of Principia, in the paragraph before the summary argument, that Russell insists that "Scott" and "the author of Waverleyz " are not "two names for the same object", which, he says, "illustrates the sense in which 'the author of Waverleyz ' diTers from a true proper name." And I believe that naming in Russell's special sense is the key to understanding his argument correctly. Thus, when he concludes "z 'the author of Waverleyz ' means nothing" he means that "the author of Waverleyz " names nothing, because it is not a true proper name. 8 Russell's special sense of "name" with one of its most distinguishing features is clearly set forth in Principia (1: 66):
Whenever the grammatical subject of a proposition can be supposed not to exist without rendering the proposition meaningless, it is plain that the grammatical subject is not a proper name, i.e. not a name directly representing some object.
On this view of names, most ordinary proper namesz -z indeed, all those 9 See PMz 1: 43. On p. 66 he treats "Socrates" as a genuine name in "Socrates is mortal" which "expresses a fact of which Socrates himself is a constituent." But strictly speaking, "Socrates" is not actually a name (see n.12 below). 11 Not withstanding Russell's treatmentz of "Scott" as a name in his Principiaz argument on p. 67, "Scott" isn't actually a name in Russell's technical sense, not only because he lacked personal acquaintance with Scott, but also because on Russell's view of the nature of acquaintance at the time, "Scott" could only be a name when used by Scott himself.
that putatively name Wctitious objects, as well as all those whose objects are "known to the speaker only by report and not by personal acquaintance"z -z would not be true proper names, but would in fact be disguised descriptions, as Russell had already explained in Chapter i (PMz 1: 31). A genuine name picks out its referent directlyz without the help of any properties the object may possess; the object is known by acquaintance, and the name's meaning, in the only sense in which it has meaning, is its reference. It would be, as Russell so often put it, a constituent of the judgment or proposition which we understand. 9 And it would constitute an integral part of the meaning (sense/intelligibility) of the sentence containing the name so that if the name were supposed meaningless, i.e. referentless, the expressed proposition/judgment would be rendered meaningless (nonsense). A principle underlying Russell's position herez -z let's call it R1z -z can be expressed as follows:
R1 If "Ny" and "My" are two genuine proper names for the same object, then, in the only sense in which such symbols have meaning, "Ny" and "My" will have the same meaning, and their connection by an "is" of identity (N = My) will express a trivial truth, the same one that "N = Ny" expresses.
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We can see how this special sense of "mean" enables Russell's "proofz " to succeedz -z provided, of course, that we recognize that Russell is there treating "Scott" as a proper name in this strict and special sense.
11 Let's recast the argument making the appropriate changes for "mean". The crucial replacements are for "mean(s)" in [3] and [2], and for the Wrst "mean" in [1] . The argument, we must keep in mind, is concerned with 12 In Principia, Russell says that sentences are incomplete symbols having meaning only in the context of judgment. That sentences are not names for facts or anything else is clearly articulated several years later under the inXuence of Wittgenstein. See "The Philosophy of Logical Atomism", LK, p. 187 (Papers 8: 167). 13 See his "Philosophy of Logical Atomism", p. 246 (Papers 8: 216), where he insists that "Scott is Sir Walter" is a trivial truth (he says "a pure tautology, exactly on the same level as 'Scott is Scott'z") when the names are used as genuine names. But it is not trivial, he says, when the names are actually used as truncated descriptions, e.g. descriptions and names and with showing that the former don't "mean" in the same sense as the latter. Russell also held that sentences (propositions) have "meaning" in the perfectly familiar sense that if two sentences "mean" the same they make the same assertion, or, as we might also say, are synonymous. We needn't worry whether Russell thought that sentences named objects in the same way that true proper names did.
12 With the appropriate substitutions for "mean", Russell's argument becomes:
[1N] "the author of Waverleyz" cannot name the same object that "Scott" names, or "Scott is the author of Waverleyz" would make the same trivial assertion as "Scott is Scott", which it plainly does not; [2N] nor can "the author of Waverleyz" name anything other than what "Scott" does, or "Scott is the author of Waverleyz" would be false.
[3N] Hence "the author of Waverleyz" names nothing, i.e. is not a name.
It might be thought that there are obvious counterexamples to show that Russell's premiss [1N]z -z and R1z -z are not true. For example, "Phosphorus" (morning star) and "Hesperus" (evening star) are apparently two names for the same object (Venus), yet "Phosphorus is (=) Hesperus" hardly seems the same trivial truth as "Phosphorus is (=) Phosphorus." Indeed, one might well doubt the truth of the former, but not of the latter. Yet surely Russell would insist, as he did a few years later, 13 that names in such a case are not being used and understood as genuine names, but rather as truncated descriptions, i.e. they pick out their referents indirectly via certain properties, e.g. as "the object called 'Phosphorus'." Thus the "counterexample" is really not a counterexample at all. 15 Some philosophers have failed to take account of these principles in the course of their criticism of Russell's Principia argument. Thus Karel Lambert, in an otherwise astute essay, thinks that Russell's premiss [1N] is dubious because it likely violates "the principle of the substitutivity of identity" in a non-extensional context like "… is trivial" (Free Logic: Selected Essays [Cambridge: Cambridge U. P., 2003], p. 8). And Mark Sainsbury, without explicitly mentioning the Principia argument, implies that it would be unsound by virtue of its Wrst premiss, because "that names name the same does not guarantee that they mean the same", and he attributes to Russell a failure to realize that "names cannot everywhere be interchanged salva veritate even if they name the same: 'John believes that Tully was bald' may diTer in truth-value from 'John believes that Cicero was bald'z" (Russellzz [London: Routledge, 1985 ], pp. 79, 107). Sainsbury is here directing his criticism at Russell's "law of identity" in "On Denoting". But Russell's doctrine of names in 1905 was not signiWcantly diTerent from what it was in 1910. 16 Stroll, "Russell's 'Proofz'z", pp. 658-9. Cf. his Twentieth-Century Analytic Philosophy (New York: Columbia U. P., 2000), p. 24.
Indeed, from R1, another principle concerning names in belief (and other non-extensional) contexts seems to follow. Let's call this R2:
R2 If "Ny" and "My" are (used by S as) genuine names for the same object, then S believes that N = Mz iT S believes that N = N.
This principle is plausible: by R1, "N = Ny" would be the very same trivial truth as "N = My", and thus the truth-values of "Sz believes …" would be the same in both cases. Of course, this is not to say that Russell's two principles and his notion of naming are ultimately acceptable. They may not be. But equivocating fallaciously on "means" as between sense and reference is not one of Russell's shortcomings in the "proofz " in question.
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Avrum Stroll, in an original criticism, has argued that Russell's argument is Xawed, quite apart from any alleged equivocation between sense and reference, on the grounds that, if accepted, it leads logically to the obliteration of the distinction between names and descriptions. 16 His tactic is to show that the "mirror-image" argument of the originalz -z which results from substituting "the author of Waverleyz " for "Scott" and vice versa, and which, he says, should be sound if the original isz -zwill aTord a proof that "Scott" means nothing. Thus:
"Scott" cannot mean the same as "the author of Waverleyz" or "The author of Waverley is Scott" would mean the same as "The author of Waverley is the author of Waverleyz", which it plainly does not; nor can "Scott" mean anything other than "the author of Waverleyz", or "The author of Waverleyz is Scott" would And so, by Stroll's analysis, it would seem that Russell's original argument proves too muchz -z neither names nor descriptions mean (name) anything, and, at least as far as Russell's argument shows, there is no diTerence between names and descriptions. Thus, Russell's argument is Xawed.
But apart from the fact that the Principia argument proceeds on the explicit assumption that "Scott" is being treated as a genuine name, there is at least one serious problem with Stroll's reductio given our reading of "mean" in the Wrst, fourth and Wfth lines of the mirror-image argument above. The Wrst premiss is unwarranted.
17 On our reading it becomes:
"Scott" cannot name the same object that "the author of Waverleyz" names, or "the author of Waverley is Scott" would mean the same as "the author of Waverley is the author of Waverley."
To see how this could be false, recall that Stroll's claim is that the mirrorimage argument is sound if the original is. So let's suppose Russell's argument sound. Then, as its conclusion asserts, "the author of Waverleyz " means (names) nothing, i.e. it's an incomplete symbol. But then the Wrst premiss of the "mirror-image" argument might be false. This is because "Scott", in naming what "the author of Waverleyz " names, viz. nothing, would be an incomplete symbol, i.e. a truncated description. But which description? Presumably any one which had the same meaning (i.e. named nothing) as "the author of Waverleyz ". But this could be any description, e.g. "the author of Marmionz ". But the fact that symbols may have the same meaning in this sense does not guarantee that "the author of Waverleyz is Scott" would mean the same as (make the same assertion as) "the author of Waverley is the author of Waverley." Thus, I think Stroll's reductioz can't succeed, at least not on our reading of "means as 'names'z ". We shall see that Russell's "proofz " has important implications for understanding Principiaz 's account of class symbols. But before we examine that connection a Wnal point concerning equivocation should be addressed. In the introductory sentence just before premiss [ "meaning" in a way that seems equivocal, at least ambiguous (see above p. 30). 18 As we have argued, Russell means that these incomplete symbols don't name in isolation, and presumably they don't name in use (context) either. So their meaning in use must be meaning in some other sense. But in what sense? I think the answer is that descriptions not only don't name, but in Principia they are without meaning in the sense of being, in isolation, undeWnedz symbols. And to say they have meaning in use is simply to say that when they (symbols of the form "_ xFxz ") occur in the context of a sentence of the form "Gz (_ xFxz )" they do contribute to the meaning of a whole sentence, meaning which is assigned through explicit deWnition as on page 68 as:
(Here the scope marker is omitted for convenience; a primary scope is assumed.) "The object which is F is also Gz " is to mean "There is exactly one object which is F and that object is also Gz ." Notice that the deWniens does not contain "_ xFxz ", so there is no question of that symbol naming anything. As Russell says: "Thus '_ xFxz ' is merely symbolic and does not directly represent an object …" (PMz 1: 68).
ii.wdescriptions, class symbols and ontic implications
It's important to realize that the incompleteness of symbols does not mean that there are no objects corresponding to them (although, such objects, if existent, will not be constituents of the expressed fact or judgment In the case of descriptions, it was possible to prove that they are incomplete symbols. In the case of classes, we do not know of any equally deWnite proof…. It is not necessary for our purposes, however, to assert dogmatically that there are no such things as classes. It is only necessary for us to show that the incomplete symbols we introduce as representative of classes yield all the propositions for the sake of which classes might be thought essential.
( Urmson's editing of the above passage obscures the fact that Russell believed that there was more than one way to prove "Xy" an incomplete symbol, and that he was actually thinking of a proof for the incompleteness of class symbols along an alternative route. Urmson's ellipsis at the end of the second sentence omits a sentence and a footnote. Russell actually says, "In the case of classes we do not know of any equally deWnite proof, though arguments of more or less cogency can be elicited from the ancient problem of the One and the Manyz " (my italics). And he adds the following footnote:
BrieXy, these arguments reduce to the following: If there is such an object as a class, it must be in some sense onez object. Yet it is only of classes that manyz can be predicated. Hence, if we admit classes as objects, we must suppose that the same object can be both one and many, which seems impossible. 21 (PM 1: 72n.) that classes are not things. 22 Cf. Russell, The Principles of Mathematics, pp. xv-xvi: "In the case of classes, I must confess, I have failed to perceive any concept fulWlling the conditions requisite for the notion of class … in order that the mind may have that kind of acquaintance with them which it has with redness or the taste of pineapple."
23 Principia explicitly gives Wve requisites that a satisfactory theory of classes must fulWl. See 1: 76-7.
These arguments purport to show that the notion of class (qua object) is inconsistent. And clearly, if one had a "deWnite proofz " along these lines, class symbols would have to be incomplete symbols, and not genuine names, since their apparent nominata would be non-existent. To the extent that Russell had doubts about the cogency of such arguments his "proofz " would be less than "deWnite". But if there were such a deWnite proof of the incompleteness of class symbols, or of any "Xy", along these lines, then we could "assert dogmatically" that there are no Xz s.
Russell's footnote also suggests why he thought he couldn't get a proof along the familiar route, i.e. the route that he had used on page 67 for descriptions. Proofs along that line require in the premisses a true sentence of the form a = _ xFx, where "az " occupies the place of a genuine name. But owing to arguments like the one in the footnote on page 72, Russell had serious doubts about whether there were such objects as classes, and so, whether there were any true identity sentences of the required form.
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In Principia Russell is oUcially agnostic regarding the existence of classes. He treats class symbols as incomplete symbols on the model of descriptionsz -z they are not genuine proper names, and they are deWned in use only. The general strategy is to preserve the idea of classes as extensions of propositional functions, and as identical if and only if they have the same members or are determined by formally equivalent propositional functions. 23 Thus, for example, we can say that the class of humans is identical with the class of featherless bipeds, just in case all and only things which have the property of being human have the property of being featherless and bipedal. If we symbolize "the class of things that are Fy" using the class abstract "{xz z : Fxz }", we can follow Principiaz 's treatment of class symbols in use and render "The class of things that are F is Gz " (which may be symbolized as "Gz z {xz z : Fxz }") by the following deWnition: 24 I.e. (loosely) "The class of things that are Fz is Gz " is to mean "There is a propositional function (or property) 25 Hz such that Hz is formally equivalent to F, and Hz is Gz ."
The sentence thus derived will always be extensional, i.e. true if and only if Hy is formally equivalent to Fy, and this sentence may be regarded as being what one means when one formulates a sentence using a class symbol in grammatical subject position purporting to be about a class. But, like the case of descriptions (where "_ xFxz " is eliminated), the class symbol disappears from the deWniens and there is no symbol, or complex of symbols, purporting to name a class. Such sentences, as the deWnition shows, are really about propositional functions or properties.
Nevertheless, there is an important diTerence between Russell's treatment of descriptions and class symbols. Although in both cases we have symbols that do not name entities which are constituents of the facts/ judgments involved, in the case of true description-sentences we are (sometimes) committed to the existence of _ xFx, as, for example, in "The author of Waverleyz was Scotch." That is because such sentences assert, in part, that the author of Waverleyz exists, i.e. that there isz exactly one object which authored Waverley, as we can see in (D) above (p. 37). 26 In the case of true sentences containing class symbols we are never committed to the existence of {xz z : Fxz }z -z an extensionz -z but rather only to the sorts of things that can be values of the apparent variable "Hz z " in (C) standing his oUcial agnosticism towards classes, he calls them "Wctitious objects" (1: 188). Ordinarily to say that something is Wctitious is to imply that it is non-existent. And, for Russell, classes are non-existent in the following sense: in Principia, classes (qua individual objects, if any), are not amongz -z or need not be assumed to be amongz -z the objects which may be values of the apparent (bound) variables ranging over objects in Principiaz 's universe of discourse. And this, of course, is really what is meant by Russell's oUcial agnosticism regarding the existence of classes.
To be sure, in Principia one Wnds true propositions of the form "('bz ) (… b …)" where the position of "bz " is occupied by a class symbol.
28 But these propositions are not in expanded (primitive) notation. When they are expanded, they contain no symbol (or complex of symbols) purporting to name a class, nor do they require any apparent (bound) variables taking classes (as opposed to propositional functions or properties) as their values.
Nevertheless, Russell himself was not always completely unambiguous about this issue of ontic commitment regarding incomplete symbols. For example, in his more popular account of the logicist project a few years after Principia, after stating that he wants a deWnition of class symbols "on the same lines as the deWnition of descriptions", he writes:
We shall then be able to say that the symbols for classes are … not representing objects called "classes", and that classes are in fact, like descriptions, logical Wctions, or (as we say) "incomplete symbols".
( On (1), such symbols (for classes and descripta) would be logical Wctions in the sense that these symbols drop out in the analysansz -z the expanded notationz -z of what sentences containing them mean; they would not be among the primitive symbols needed in a Principia-like language for discoursing about the world. While (1) may be regarded as true, it ignores the important diTerence between the ontic implications of Russell's analyses of these two kinds of incomplete symbols. Yet (2) seems odd in applying "Wction" to symbols. After all, Russell had called the putative objects "Wctitious" in Principia.
29 But in his lectures on logical atomism he uses the term for both class symbols and classes. 30 However, (2) seems untrue by virtue of implying that the analysis of descriptions eliminates the putative objects corresponding to descriptions in the same way that the analysis of class symbols eliminates the putative objects corresponding to class symbols.
We can Wx these apparent shortcomings by distinguishing two senses of "logical Wction" corresponding to Russell's two kinds of incomplete symbols. Let's say that putative objects, Xz z 's (or their symbols), are logical Wctions 1 if and only if their symbols are eliminated (on the model of descriptions) through a contextual deWnition. In this wide sense, both descripta and classes would be logical Wctions. But in a narrower sense, we may say that Xz z 's (or their symbols) are logical Wctions 2 if and only if their symbols are eliminated through a contextual deWnition which does not require that Xz z 's be among the values of the apparent (bound) variables in the deWniens. In this sense, only classes (or their symbols) would be logical Wctions. Thus, all logical Wctions 2 are logical Wctions 1 , but not conversely.
iii.wsome related thoughts on russellian analyses
Russell's use of the term "logical Wction" in his atomist period seems usually to intend it in our second sense. And, as David Pears observed in his important work on Russell's atomism, his use usually conveyed a determining those classes. 35 Given this revisionary motivation, it would be unreasonable to complain that the deWnitions associated with Russell's analyses fail to capture accurately "what we ordinarily mean" by "Xy". Yet some philosophers associated with the so-called Oxford school have made these very sorts of complaints. 36 In so far as these analyses are revisionary and reductive, they are also applications of the principle that Russell called "Occam's razor", in the sense that they intend to shave away the "illegitimate", unnecessary portion of the pre-analytic notion being analyzed. Russell's celebrated analysis of descriptions has usually been taken as an example of non-reductive, same-level analysis. But although we have seen that it has important diTerences with Russell's more overtly reductive analyses, e.g. of classes, it has some reductive similarities as well. And although Russell often presented his analysis as capturing and preserving what people ordinarily mean by "The so and so is Fy", his analysis is, in certain respects, revisionaryz -z most notably as regards grammatical formz -z but also as regards ordinary linguistic meaning. 37 But that is another story for another time.
Our revisitation to Russell's Principia "proofz " has shown, I hope, that it did not trade on equivocation, and that his analyses of incomplete symbols in Principiaz involved important diTerences between descriptions and class symbols regarding ontic commitment. We have seen that his special notion of naming, with its semantic and epistemic features, is central to his analysis of incomplete symbols, which, in turn, was itself vital, not only to Principiaz 's logicist programme, but also to his wider conception of philosophical analysis during his logical atomist period.
